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- Follows on from highly successful previous volume 
- Over 400 entirely new questions 
- Fully in line with current GPhC preregistration exam

Pharmacy Registration Assessment Questions 4 follows on from the previous,
highly popular Pharmacy Registration Assessment Questions. It features more
than 400, entirely new, closed book and calculation questions. It can be used in
conjunction with the previous volume or on its own. All the questions are in line
with current GPhC guidance on the preregistration exam. T

his invaluable tool will not only help you familiarise yourself with the current
style of questions, but will also enable you to revise ahead of your exams.
Questions are based on print versions of BNF 78 and BNF for Children 2019-
2020, alongside the most current treatment guidelines available at the time of
writing.

This book also includes questions featuring prescriptions, patient information
and pictorial representation of conditions, replicating the type of questions you
may encounter in the real exam. It gives you the opportunity to practice a
variety of question styles ahead of the assessment including: 
- single best answer questions 
- extended matching questions 
- calculations

This volume is written by a team of experienced authors who all work with pre-
reg pharmacists every day and includes questions that are practical and will
truly challenge you. In essence, this book is your handy guide to prepare for
your exams.

Nadia Bukhari is Senior Teaching Fellow in Pharmacy Practice & Pre-
Registration Co-ordinator at the UCL School of Pharmacy. She is also the
chairwoman for the Royal Pharmaceutical Society Pre-Registration conferences.
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